Research Website Structure Overview

The new Minneapolis VA Healthcare System Research Website is composed of four sub sections: Volunteering for a Study, Our Investigators, Getting Started in VA Research, and Research Resources.

Volunteering for a VA Study

This section is primarily for Veterans who would like to participate in a VA research study. It provides links to information on the national Office of Research and Development on how we safeguard study participants as well as information on why VA Research matters. Additionally, studies open to recruitment are listed on the website along with contact information and recruitment requirements.

Our Investigators

This section lists our active investigators. They come from a diverse range of disciplines and backgrounds working to improve the lives of America’s Veterans.

Getting Started in VA Research

This section is for VA staff both new and old. Whether you are a student spending the summer working on a VA study, or an investigator trying to submit a new grant application, this section has the information necessary to navigate the VA research administration.

Research Resources

This section provides a list of descriptive topics, forms, references, and contact information for Research Service.